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ABSTRACT Image caption based on reinforcement learning (RL) methods has achieved significant success
recently. Most of these methods take CIDEr score as the reward of reinforcement learning algorithm to
compute gradients, thus refining the image caption baseline model. However, CIDEr score is not the sole
criterion to judge the quality of a generated caption. In this paper, a Hierarchical Attention Fusion (HAF)
model is presented as a baseline for image caption based on RL, where multi-level feature maps of Resnet
are integrated with hierarchical attention. Revaluation network (REN) is exploited for revaluating CIDEr
score by assigning different weights for each word according to the importance of each word in a generating
caption. The weighted reward can be regarded as word-level reward. Moreover, Scoring Network (SN) is
implemented to score the generating sentence with its corresponding ground truth from a batch of captions.
This reward can obtain benefits from additional unmatched ground truth, which acts as sentence-level reward.
Experimental results on the COCO dataset show that the proposed methods have achieved competitive
performance compared with the related image caption methods.

INDEX TERMS Image caption, reforcement learning, attention mechanism.

I. INTRODUCTION
The goal of image caption is to automatically generate a nat-
ural language description of an given image. It is a challenge
to transform visual information into textual languages. On the
one hand, the machine has to obtain a comprehensive under-
standing of image content from multi-level visual features.
On the other hand, the image caption algorithm is required to
revise the rough semantic concept to human-like natural lan-
guage descriptions step by step. Recent advancement of deep
learning has significantly improved the quality of caption
generation including attention mechanism and reinforcement
learning.

The encoder-decoder paradigm [16] is the mainstream
approach of image caption. Vinyals et al. [20] compress an
entire image into a static representation by utilizing spatially
pooled CNN feature maps to generate captions. Attention
mechanisms [1], [12] improve the performance of captions by
learning to focus on the regions of the image adaptively. Only
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single LSTM is used as the visual information handler as well
as the language generator. The language generator is weak-
ened by the simultaneous visual handler. The authors of [1]
proposed the top-down architecture with two independent
LSTM layers. The first LSTM layer acts as a top-down visual
attention model, and the second LSTM layer as a language
generator. All the image caption methods mentioned [1],
[5], [12], [32] adopt high-level visual feature of CNN(last
convolution layer) as image encoders. However, low-level
visual features have been neglected, which is also beneficial
for understanding the images. Employing multi-level features
fusion can also be a better solution for image caption due to
the complementariness among multi-level features. However,
early fusion method has an unsatisfying performance. Mean-
while, late fusion and graph-based fusion are not satisfactory
for image caption based on encoder-decoder [3]. Therefore,
how to fuse multi-level visual features into image caption
model is worthy of consideration.

Image caption model is typically trained to maximize
the log likelihood of training set, which is also known as
Cross-Entropy (XE). This makes the image caption model
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FIGURE 1. Overview of the proposed sentence-level and word-level reward respectively. On the left, word-level reward is produced by
adaptively revaluating how importance the word is. On the right, sentence-level reward is constructed by sentence scores, which is
calculated by scoring network.

sensitive to unusual or aberrant captions, rather than optimiz-
ing for stable output around the human consensus of what an
appropriate caption would be. Moreover, caption models are
usually evaluated by computing a variety of different metrics
on a test set, such as BLEU [11], ROUGE [30], METEOR [2]
and CIDEr [27]. The mismatch between objective function
and evaluation leads an unsatisfactory effect on image cap-
tion model. This problem can be solved through the rein-
forcement learning (RL) [25] like Policy Gradient [21] and
Actor-Critic [25]. Reinforcement learning can optimize non-
differentiable, sequence-based evaluation metrics directly.
The authors of SCST [22] applied CIDEr as reward when
using PolicyGradientmethod [21], which is prone to generate
more human-like captions.

In SCST [22], the same reward is given to each word as
gradient weight. Nevertheless, not all words should be given
equal reward in a sentence—different word may be of differ-
ent importance. Reference [18], [34] utilizeMonte Carlo roll-
outs to estimate the importance of each word. However, it has
to generate abundant sentences, leading to an expensive cost
on time complexity. Based on actor-critic, the author of [4]
adopts value network to assess different word. Nevertheless,
evaluation metrics (eg.CIDEr, BLEU) can not be optimized
directly. In this paper, word-level reward is exploited to revise
the image caption model based on RL training, aiming to
address the different importance of each generated word (see
the left part of Figure 1).

Computing the evaluation metrics (eg.CIDEr, BLEU) as
reward signal is an intuitive way in RL training to generate
more human-like captions. The main purpose is to approxi-
mate human judgment of appropriateness and consensus [27].
However, these evaluation metrics are not the sole criterion to
judge the quality of a generated caption. The quality of a gen-
erated caption can also be evaluated by whether it matches the
corresponding ground-truth in the scoring network (see the
right part of Figure 1). From the perspective of information
utilization, the traditional CIDEr reward makes full use of the
matched ground truth information, while the scoring reward
obtains benefits from additional unmatched ground truth.

In this paper, a Hierarchical Attention Fusion (HAF)
model is presented for image caption. Multi-level fea-
ture maps of Resnet [13] are integrated with hierarchical
attention. HAF acts as a baseline for RL-based image caption
approach. Moreover, multi-grained rewards are presented in
RL phase to revise the proposed HAF. Specifically, Reval-
uation network (REN) is exploited for reward revaluation
by estimating the different importance of each word in a
generating caption. The revaluated reward is achieved by
weighting the CIDEr scores, where the different weights
are calculated from REN. The revaluated reward can be
regarded as word-level reward. To obtain benefits from
additional unmatched ground truth, Scoring Network (SN)
is implemented to provide a score for the generating
sentence from a batch of ground truth as sentence-level
reward.

To summarize, the contributions of this paper are as
follows:

1) A Hierarchical Attention Fusion (HAF) model is pre-
sented as a baseline of RL training for image caption.
HAF adopts multiple attention to attend hierarchical
visual features of CNN, which take full advantages of
multi-level visual information.

2) Revaluation network (REN) is proposed for facilitating
revaluation reward calculation, which assignes differ-
ent importance to the generated words in a sentence
automatically during the RL training phase.

3) Scoring network (SN) is performed to provide a
score as sentence-level reward. SN evaluates a gen-
erated caption from both the correspondence to the
matched ground truth and the discriminativeness to
the unmatched ground truth, which enforces generated
captions to be the best matching of its corresponding
ground truths.

II. RELATED WORK
In recent years, there is an extensive work on image cap-
tion. And we summarize some of the most relevant works
below:
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A. CAPTION MODELS BASED ON ENCODER-DECODER
Encoder-decoder network is wildly used in most image cap-
tion methods. Typically, the encoder is a convolutional neural
network(CNN), and decoder is a recurrent neural network.
Many approaches [6], [8], [10], [20], [29] apply this frame-
work to encode an image as a pooled feature vector to repre-
sent the image, and then feed the pooled vector into decoder
to generate captions. However, all these approaches utilize a
static and spatially pooled representation of the image.

B. ATTENTION MECHANISMS
To dynamically lead the caption model to focus on different
features at generating each word, attention mechanisms have
been wildly used in many caption models. Reference [12]
firstly introduces two different attention mechanisms, soft
attention and hard attention, to focus on specific regions
of an image automatically. Reference [38] designs Adaptive
Attention for image Captioning. In [5], the authors enhance
their models by detecting objects in images. Lu et al. [9]
study when a model should attend to an image at generating
a sequence of words. Some network structures, such as LSTM
and CNN, are also extended to enhance attention perfor-
mance. Reference [35] proposes R-LSTM to find which parts
of the captions are more essential to the image. And [37]
applies M-LSTM to interact with both visual and textual
features to capture a high-level representation. Reference [36]
integrates attention into a CNN with an emotion polarity
constraint. For augmenting high-level attributes from images,
[26] presents variants of attention architectures to comple-
ment image representation for sentence generation. To utilize
the salient regions of the image, [1], [40] enables attention
to be calculated at the level of objects. However, low-level
visual features have been neglected, which is also beneficial
for understanding the images.

C. REINFORCEMENT LEARNING OPTIMIZATION
As discussed in many related papers [17], [19], [23], cap-
tioning systems trained by using the cross entropy loss have
both the exposure bias [19] and non-differentiable task metric
issues. To overcome the limitations of maximum likelihood,
the image captioning process can be formulated as a Rein-
forcement Learning [25] question, where the LSTM [7] lan-
guage model is the agent, in which each action corresponds
to predicting the next word.

Reference [33] utilizes a ‘‘policy network’’ and a ‘‘value
network’’ to adjust rewards of similarity between generating
captions and ground truth captions. And [39] trains caption
model with discriminative loss and reinforcement learning
to reduce exposure bias. Reference [24] directly optimize
a linear combination of SPICE and CIDEr(namely SPIDEr
reward) by using a policy gradient method. As [4] explores,
Actor-critic [25] can also be unstable, for Actor-critic [25]
needs to train an additional critic network to provide an
estimate of the value of each generated word given the policy
of an actor network. Reference [24] indicates policy gradient

method, which shows high variance and instability, requires
careful tuning the gradient of the expected reward. Series of
recent experiment [22], [23], [29] use a learned ‘‘baselines’’
to resolve network flurry in applying RL. Reference [23], [29]
use parametric functions to estimate the expected baseline
reward. Instead of estimating a ‘‘baseline’’ to reduce vari-
ance, [22] utilizes the ‘‘greedy’’ output of its own test-time
inference algorithm as baseline(b) to normalize the rewards
it experiences.

III. CAPTION MODEL TRAINED WITH
REINFORCEMENT LEARNING
Given an image I , the goal of image captioning is to gen-
erate a caption S = w1,w2, ...,wT , where wi denotes
the ith word, and we denote the ground truth captions by
G = w1∗,w2∗, ...,wT∗.
In most captioning models, the encoder extracts features

from the image, and the decoder receives image features from
the encoder and generates an output sentence using a LSTM .
Then the LSTM outputs a distribution over the next word wt
with softmax function:

ht = LSTM (xt , ht−1) (1)

pθ (wt |ht ) = softmax(Woht ) (2)

In the above formula, ht maintains the information of the
image and previous word, and θ denotes the parameters of
the model. Traditionally, the parameters are learned by max-
imizing the likelihood of the observed sequence. At training
time, given a target ground truth sequence (g1, . . . , gt−1),
the objective is to minimize the cross entropy loss (XE):

L(θ ) = −
T∑
t=1

∇pθ (wt )log(gt ) (3)

We regard this process as a RL problem [19]. In this
process, the agent is the LSTM language model, which can
interact with an environment of the features of words and
images. And the ‘‘action’’ is the prediction of the next word.
At the end of each action, the agent updates its internal
’state’, which includes cells and hidden states of the LSTM,
attention weights, etc. After generating the end-of-sequence
(EOS) token, the agent gets ‘‘reward’’ that is the score of
the generated sentence. We denote this reward by r . The
score is computed by an evaluation metric (CIDEr) by com-
paring the generated sequence to corresponding ground-truth
sequences.

r = CIDEr(S,G) (4)

Mathematically, the goal of reinforcement training is to min-
imize the negative expected reward of model samples:

1L(θ ) = ∇
∑
ws

rpθ (S) (5)

However, this direct approach runs into a problem that the
reward function is non-differentiable because r(ws) is not a
continuous function with respect to θ . In practice, estimating
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gradients based on formula 5 are unstable and it is necessary
to perform variance reduction by using a baseline estimator
b [28]. In SCST, the b is CIDEr score of caption generated by
model which is pre-trained by XE. Alternatively, target can
differentiate from the following formula:

1L(θ ) = −Epθ [(r − b)∇logpθ (S)] (6)

However, traditional reward is merely based on metric
like CIDEr, which restricts the performance of captions.
To address this problem, we introduce two kinds of evalua-
tors to obtain multi-grained rewards: REN-based word-level
reward and SN-based sentence-level.

IV. HAF AND MULTI-GRAINED REWARD
This section details the novel contributions of this paper.

A. HIERARCHICAL ATTENTION Fusion(HAF)
The baseline attend network we adopted is a classical struc-
ture [1], which generates a normalized attention weight αt
according to LSTM hidden state ht at each time step t . And
αt is used to attend different spatial of the image features Att
as the final representation A:

ai,t = wtatanh(WaAtt + Uaht ) (7)

αt = softmax(at ) (8)

A =
K∑
i=1

αi,tAtti (9)

whereWa,Ua,wta are learned parameters.
Other than utilizing single feature of the image and adopt-

ing single attention to focus on specific regions of the image,
we consider a fusion architecture of the attention model
for captioning, which integrates multi-level features map as
input.

As shown in Figure 2, the average features of conv5 and
conv4 are as input to the first fully visual attention. Follow-
ing [1], two LSTM layers are used to selectively attend to
spatial image features. The input vector to the first attention
LSTM at each time step consists of the previous output of the
language LSTM, which is concatenated with the image fea-
tures of conv4 and conv5. Notice that raw features Att4,Att5
∈ Rn,k and pooling features Att4,Att5 ∈ Rv, where k stands
for the numbers of regions of an image and v represents
feature dimension. Thus, the formula can be given as follows:

Aatt = Attend([xE,Att4,Att5], h2t−1) (10)

where h2 is the output of the second LSTM which consists of
the image information of convolution layers and content of
generated sequence. The process to produce h2 can be given
by:

h1t = LSTMatt (Aatt , h2t−1) (11)

Aconv4 = Attend(Att4, h1t ) (12)

Aconv5 = Attend(Att5, h1t ) (13)

h2t = LSTMlang([Aconv4,Aconv5], h1t ) (14)

FIGURE 2. The proposed hierarchical attention fusion model. Att4,Att5
donate mean-pooled features of conv4 and conv5. X is one-hot encoding
of input word and E is word embedding matrix of a vocabulary.

FIGURE 3. Revaluation network embeds a generating sentence and
provides reward weight W. S is sigmoid and rl-model is caption model
pre-trained by CIDEr.

Finally, the probability of output words is given via a
non-linear softmax function:

pθ (wt|ht) = softmax(h2t ) (15)

B. WORD-LEVEL REWARD VIA REVALUATION NETWORK
(REN)
To handle the problem that policy gradient [25] assigns the
same reward to every word in a sentence, Revaluation Net-
work (REN) is presented to revaluate metrics-based reward
by estimating the importance of different word in a generating
caption. And we take the metrics-based reward [22] as a base
reward to guarantee stability of generating.

As illustrated conceptually in Figure 3, firstly, REN takes
generated sentence S as input. Generating sentences are
first processed by a RNN with an attention network and an
avg-pooling layer. The embedding vector concatenated by
attended sentence embedding and pooled sentence embed-
ding is as a comprehensive representation of generated
caption. Then two fully connected layer and sigmoid trans-
formation are applied to obtain the weights Wt of different
words. In particular, the caption model (rl-model in Figure 3)
pre-trained by CIDEr reward for several epoch acts as base-
line(b) [28] to reduce the variance considerably and lead the
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optimization to expected gradient. We construct word-level
reward Wrt by formula 16. Thus, only samples from the
current model that outperforms rl-model are given positive
weight, and inferior samples are suppressed. Mathematically,
the loss function can be formalized as formula 17:

Wrt = RWt + R− b (16)

∇L(θ ) = −
T∑
t=1

[Wrt∇logpθ (wt∗)] (17)

where Wi is the output weight of REN, θ donates the param-
eters of image caption network, and wt∗ represents different
word of a generated sentence. We apply word-level reward
for revising caption network after CIDEr optimizing in order
to take advantage of metrics-based reward (CIDEr) and con-
strain the word generation space.

In addition, REN also required optimizing to provide
proper weights for word reward, so we define its updating
as another RL process. In this process, REN is encouraged to
output the weight that is favorable to the CIDEr boosting of
generating sentences. Therefor, REN has the same optimizing
trend with caption model which reflects in the quality of
generating sentences. Thus, REN and can be updated with
reward R − b that only favorable weights are promoted,
and the inferior are suppressed. To tackle that REN can not
get real-time feedback of caption model, the optimizing of
it and caption network are asynchronous: every time after
word-level updating, the caption model is frozen to generate
sentences for REN to assess the quality of its output weight.

In the experiment, we observe that R − b is too small
which leads to weak gradients for REN. Therefore, a hyper
parameter γ is set to strengthen the gradient. Similar to
caption model, the REN can be updated by the following loss
function through reinforcement learning algorithm:

∇L(REN ) = γ (R− b)∇logPREN (W ) (18)

C. SENTENCE-LEVEL REWARD VIA SCORING network(SN)
To enhance metrics-based reward (CIDEr) and take advan-
tage from both ground truth and additional unmatched ground
truth, we propose a sentence-level reward. For this purpose,
a scoring network (SN) shown in Fig 4 is proposed. The SN,
composed of two LSTM networks, is pre-trained by different
ground truths of an image to convergence, since each image
has five different ground truths. Thus, SN can be regard
as a caption evaluator to enforce the constraint (reward)
that the generated captions should obtain higher scores than
other unmatched ground truth in sample. Here, metrics-based
reward acts as a baseline to construct sentence-level reward,
which ensures generating human-like sentence. Mathemati-
cally, SN encodes ground truths and generating captions into
features in the same embedding space as follows:

si = LSTM (Ci) (19)

gj = LSTM (Gj) (20)

where C and G denote generated captions and ground truth,
and si and gi denote its respective embedding features. The ϕ

FIGURE 4. The framework of scoring network(SN). Both ground truth and
unmatched ground truth are utilized to constitute sentence-level reward
for RL training.

is joint representation vector between s and g:

ϕsi,gi = si · gi (21)

To assign the generating captions’ score higher than the
score of any unmatched ground truths, we utilize hinge loss
to train SN:

Lsn = max(α + ϕsi,g′i − ϕsi,gi , 0) (22)

where ϕsi,gi is matching pair, while ϕsi,g′i is unmatching. The
scores produced by SN with CIDEr acts as sentence-level
reward in RL training, which encourages a generated caption
from captioning model to be the best matching to the given
ground truth.

∇L(θ ) = −Epθ [(CIDEr − βLsn − b)∇logpθ (S)] (23)

Formula 23 is the loss function for optimizing caption
model by sentence-level reward, where β is a hyper parameter
to balance hinge loss and CIDEr. It is notable that the scoring
process is in each mini-batch, for score in the whole dataset
is time-consuming.

V. DATASET AND IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
In this section, we introduce implementation details of the
proposed model.

A. DATASET
We evaluate our proposed method on the MSCOCO 2014
caption dataset. For validation of model and offline testing,
we use the ‘‘Karpathy’’ splits [14] that have been used exten-
sively for reporting results in most previous works. The split
contains 113, 287 training images with five captions each,
and 5, 000 images for validation and testing respectively.
We filter the vocabulary and drop any word that has counted
less than 5, resulting in a vocabulary of 9, 680 words.
Flickr is also wildly used for image caption in the early

works. However, it is not applied by recent related research
[22], [22], [34] and the scale of flickr is smaller than COCO
dataset. So this dataset is not utilized in experiment of this
paper.
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B. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
Generally, caption models are pre-trained by cross-entropy
loss and then trained to maximize different RL reward. The
encoder uses a pre-trained Resnet-101 [13] to get the repre-
sentation of images. For each image, we extract the output
of conv4 and conv5 convolutional layer from Resnet, which
are mapping to a vector of dimension 1024 as input of HAF.
For HAF, the dimension of image feature embedding, LSTM
hidden state, andword embedding are all set to 512. The base-
line model is trained under XE objective using ADAM [15]
optimizer with an initial learning rate of 10−4. And at each
epoch, we evaluate the model and select the best CIDEr as
baseline score. The reinforcement training starts from the
30 epoch to optimize the CIDEr metric with learning rate
of 10−5.

During the phase of word-level reward training, image
caption model is pre-trained with CIDEr reward for 20 epoch,
and the reward-level training for 10 epoch. In sentence-level
reward training, the SN is pre-trained by different ground
truth of each image for 20 epoch. As for parameter settings,
the word embedding and the LSTMhidden size are set to 512.
And hyper parameter margin α is set to 0.2. Besides, the cap-
tion model baseline [28] is trained for 30 epoch utilizing
cross-entropy.

VI. EXPERIMENT AND ANALYSIS
A. THE PERFORMANCE OF HAF
In this subsection, the experimental results of HAF and the
other compared attention methods are shown in Table 1 and
Table 2. For fair comparison, the methods listed in Table 1 are
trained with XE loss and Table 2 are trained with RL. It can
be seen from these two tables that HAF and TopdownBU out-

TABLE 1. HAF performance compared with other attention methods
under caption evaluation metrics of XE training.

TABLE 2. Performance of HAF trained with RL training. The model is
trained by using self-critical sequence training (SCST), thereby optimizing
the CIDEr metric.

TABLE 3. Performance of REN reward trained with different parameter β.
HAF+REN(1)* is directly trained by word-level reward with β = 1. The
others is under pre-training by CIDEr and then optimized by word-level
reward.

perform other methods in all metrics. The main reason is that
HAF and [1] adopt two independent LSTM networks. The
first LSTM is used to process visual information, and the sec-
ond LSTM is used to generate image captions. And the result
of HAF is also better than Topdown-attention [1], which
reveals low-level visual feature is beneficial for understand-
ing the image. Two experimental results prove the superiority
of HAF in both XE and RL training.

B. THE EFFECTIVENESS OF WORD-LEVEL
REWARD VIA REN
Revaluation network (REN) is exploited to construct
word-level reward. In table 3, experiments are conducted by
RL training with word-level reward. Generally, word-level
reward achieves better performance than CIDEr reward. This
demonstrates the effectiveness of word-level reward and it
can address the different importance of each generated word.
Hyper parameter γ is employed to enhance the gradient for
REN learning. We report the performances with varied γ .
Specifically, HAF+REN achieves best performance when
γ = 15. A proper γ can provide gradient signal that is
beneficial for REN’s updating.

C. THE EFFECTIVENESS OF SENTENCE-LEVEL
REWARD VIA SN
SN is utilized to obtain scoring reward and sentence-level
reward is constructed by both scoring reward and CIDEr
reward. In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the
scoring reward, experiments are performed with different
parameter β to balance scoring reward and CIDEr reward
in Table 4. We investigate {0.3, 0.5, 0.8} as the weight of
scoring reward, and the results indicate that β = 0.3 leads
to the best performance. But too much emphasis on scoring
reward will harm the model performance, because it weakens
the role of CIDEr reward. This shows that both CIDEr and
our proposed scoring reward are effective. However, the rela-
tionship between CIDEr reward and scoring reward needs
to be properly balanced. From Table 4 we may conclude
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FIGURE 5. Captions from different models describing the top target images. Ours refers to HAF+SN{0.3}+REN{15} and
GT is ground truth.

TABLE 4. Performance of SN reward trained with different parameter γ .

TABLE 5. Performance comparison of the proposed method with other
methods on MS COCO dataset.

that HAF+SN outperforms SCST+HAF. It illustrates that the
image caption model can benefit from the unmatched ground
truth with scoring reward.

D. HAF WITH MULTI-GRAINED REWARDS
Table 5 shows the result of HAF (HAF+SCST) with
Multi-grain rewards (HAF+SN+REN). The image cap-
tion model is firstly trained with sentence-level reward
and then fine-tuned with word-level reward based on RL.

Compare with metric-based reward [1], [22], our model
improves the quality of captions significantly. Specially,
TD-Multinomial [34], which is trained by the monte-carlo
reward, preforms better than metric-based reward. That is
because monte-carlo methed assigns each word with differ-
ent reward. And the compared result also shows our two
models outperform the monte-carlo reward, which is for
two reasons: (1) HAF improve the metric of baseline model
significantly. (2) Both word-level and sentence-level reward
we proposed can boost the baseline model to generate high
quality captions.

In the end, we show a sample of test set images in Fig 5. The
captions of ours (HAFwithMulti-grained rewards) are gener-
ated by HAF+SN{0.3}+REN{15} and each image follows
with a human caption GT. We highlight the elements of HAF
captions in green and ours in red, which (subjectively) seems
to aid fluency and diversity. We can see that HAF generates
better descriptions in many aspects than Topdown [1], such
as quantity, colors, etc. Surprisingly, HAF also generates
captions that is not in ground truth, such as ‘‘red stop’’ in
the third picture. This reveals that HAF takes full use of
hierarchical visual information and has a better understanding
of the image. Furthermore, image caption model trained with
multi-grained rewards produces fluent and diverse captions.
For example, it generates phrase ‘‘filled with’’ in the second
image compared with HAF and Topdown model. Different
from generating the similar sentence pattern of ground truth,
HAF+SN{−0.3}+REN{15} provides a diverse description:
‘‘a red stop sign on the side of a road with woods in the
background’’ in the third image.

VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present Hierarchical Attention Fusion(HAF)
framework for image caption. HAF, which integrate
multi-level visual features with hierarchical attention, boost
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the caption performance significantly. This reveals low-level
visual feature is beneficial for understanding the image.
Furthermore, two different network are introduced as reward
evaluator for reinforcement training. Via REN and SN,
we obtain two different rewards: word-level reward and
sentence-level reward. Both rewards lead to improvements
across most metrics.
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